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Extensive literature exists regarding how gases and particles interact during the ageing
of anthropogenic emissions in the atmosphere. Indeed the challenge is if and how gas
and particle interactions affect the actual toxicity of PM of different source. A lot of tox-
icological studies focus on single species, or single primary pollutants coming from an
identified source, in the search for causality for health outcomes observed in epidemi-
ology studies. Thus it is true that these approaches ignore secondary pollutants and
the complexity of the ambient air we breathe. Indeed it has been demonstrated that
PM collected in summer or winter in the same urban area produces specific season
related adverse effects. The PM samples collected in winter and summer seasons dif-
fer for dimensions, chemical and microbiological composition. Moreover the amount of
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photochemical ageing that occurs in a given system is dependent upon environmental
variables such as the intensity of the sunlight, atmospheric pressure, temperature, and
humidity. Thus, a part form the specificity of the seasons related chemicals linked to
PM, air pollution mixtures aging in summer sunlight could accompany the increase in
toxicity. This study was designed to extend the demonstration of the existence of “ef-
fect modification” to VOC systems that are more like those in large urban areas. The
authors here report results which clearly show that when a non-toxic PM is added to
these complex oxidized-VOC systems, the PM becomes toxic to cells in the PM-only
biological exposure system. This is direct proof that in situ generation of gas-phase
VOCs that are toxic to cells exposed in the gas-only biological exposure system can, in
the presence of non-toxic PM, modify that PM to be toxic to cells. By extension to real
urban atmospheres, the atmospheric oxidation of ambient primary VOCs can make
otherwise non-toxic PM become toxic in the lungs of exposed humans.

Comments:

The experimental design is simple enough and reliable. Cultured human epithelial lung
cells, type A549, has been used as single biological receptor model. The authors have
demonstrated that it was possible to create a highly complex, urban-like system that
consists of a mixture of primary, secondary, tertiary and beyond oxidized products,
even if they failed to totally identify and quantify all of the components.

Nevertheless, these systems remain representative of urban-like environments and
are, therefore, useful in demonstrating the existence of PM “effect modification,” even
if the cause of the observed effect cannot be explicitly identified.

The authors discuss toxicity and inflammatory events sustained by photochemically-
produced gaseous toxicants which can in turn modify non-toxic PM. Although partially
out from the scope of this investigation the authors should take into account to test
these toxicants also in immortalized human bronchial epithelial and pulmonary en-
dothelial cells. In this scenario it might be the case that these toxicants elicit different
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adverse effects in A549 alveolar epithelial cells and in bronchial epithelial cells. More-
over these studies should be completed in in vitro air-blood barrier model in order to
assess the interplay between pulmonary microvascular endothelial cells and alveolar
epithelial cells cultured on the opposite sides of a permeable filter support. Indeed the
compartmentalization of the barrier-forming bilayer allows mechanisms of lung injury
to be studied in both the epithelial (intra-alveolar) and the endothelial (intravascular)
compartments.

This study provides nevertheless important insight to unravel the specific chemical
causes of gas-phase toxicity by itself and demonstrates that oxygenated compounds
are major components in the evolution and transfer of toxicity. These results should be
considered adequate to support the authors’ hypothesis.
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